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Abstract

5

10

Atmospheric remote sensing from satellite is an essential component of the observational strategy deployed to monitor atmospheric pollution and changing composition.
The IASI nadir looking thermal infrared sounder onboard MetOp will provide 15 years of
global scale observations for a series of key atmospheric species, with unprecedented
spatial sampling and coverage. This paper gives an overview of the instrument’s capability for measuring atmospheric composition in the perspective of chemistry and air
quality studies. The assessment is made in terms of species, accuracy and vertical information. Global distributions are presented for CO, CH4 , O3 (total and tropospheric),
HNO3 , NH3 and volcanic SO2 . Local distributions of organic species measured during fire events, such as C2 H4 , CH3 OH, HCOOH, and PAN are also shown. For each
species or process, the link is made to specialized papers in this issue.
1 Introduction
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Measurement of atmospheric composition from space is challenging but remote sensing sounders offer unique perspective on the state of our environment, from short to
long term, and on a local to global scale. Several remote sensors that use the Earth’s
or the atmosphere’s thermal emission, reflected solar radiation, or solar radiation itself,
have demonstrated their ability to provide relevant information for the study of changing
local air quality (e.g. Richter et al., 2005; Martin, 2008), long-range transport of pollutants (e.g. Edwards et al., 2006), emission sources (e.g. Frankenberg et al., 2008) and
climate change issues (e.g. Worden et al., 2008). The preparation of such satellite mission starts long before the launch, whilst the scientific return and societal benefit can
only be evaluated when products delivered by the instruments become available. The
whole process extends over years and includes a comprehensive preparation phase
for designing the concept of a mission which addresses specific scientific needs, an
industrial phase for building the instrument according to observational requirements,
8309
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and a consolidation phase for accommodating the instrument on a platform.
Among the existing thermal infrared (TIR) spaceborne instruments devoted to tropospheric remote sensing, the Infrared Atmospheric Sounding Interferometer (IASI)
has a special status as it combines the heritage of instruments dedicated to operational weather forecasting (e.g. the High-resolution Infrared Radiation Sounder, HIRS,
and the Atmospheric InfraRed Sounder, AIRS) with that of tropospheric sounders dedicated to atmospheric chemistry and climate (e.g. the Interferometric Monitor for Greenhouse gases, IMG, and the Tropospheric Emission Spectrometer, TES). In the case of
IASI, the instrument design resulted from compromises between the meteorology requirements and the atmospheric chemistry needs. This led to the development of an
advanced instrument based on a Fourier Transform Spectrometer (FTS) that was designed by the Centre National d’Etudes Spatiales (CNES) (Cayla, 1993; Blumstein et
al., 2004). IASI is now operating from the MetOp-A meteorological payload launched
by Eumetsat in October 2006 on a polar orbit. The prime objective of the MetOp mission is to deliver continuous, long-term data sets to support operational meteorology,
environmental forecasting and global climate monitoring.
MetOp is the space segment of the Eumetsat Polar System (EPS), which initiates
the European contribution to a joint Europe-US suite of satellites. The MetOp payload provides the mid-morning service (at a mean local solar time of 09:30), while the
US satellite will provide the afternoon service. The MetOp program consists of a series of three satellites, to be launched sequentially every 5 years in order to deliver
observations for more than 15 years. MetOp-A consists of a set of state-of-the-art
sounding and imaging meteorological instruments (Advanced TIROS Operational Vertical Sounder, ATOVS, Advanced SCATterometer, ASCAT, Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer, AVHRR, Microwave Humidity Sounder, MHS, Advanced Microwave
Sounding Unit-A, AMSU-A) along with two advanced atmospheric chemistry passive
remote sensors: IASI and the Global Ozone Monitoring Experiment-2 (GOME-2) (Callies et al., 2000), that allow atmospheric composition measurements in a near-real time
operational mode. The MetOp missions can also be considered as a first-step for the
8310
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Earth observation space segment of the Global Monitoring for Environment and Security (GMES) initiative, a concerted effort from the European Union and the European
Space Agency to bring data and information providers together with users, based on
satellite observations and ground based measurements.
Early evaluation of the IASI products is necessary as the post-EPS program (polar
orbiting satellites to be launched as follow-up of the MetOp program after 2019) is already in an advanced phase. In particular, the added value of near real time and global
coverage products relevant for atmospheric chemistry needs to be evaluated, as the
instrumental specifications of the sensors onboard post-EPS are currently being decided. This paper reviews the capability of IASI to measure atmospheric composition,
relying on research activities from different groups undertaken since the launch. It is
organized as follows: we first describe the IASI mission, and then we report on the
retrieval of global scale total columns and profiles for a series of infrared absorbing
species, along with their characterization in terms of vertical information and accuracy.
The focus is given here to chemistry relevant species, leaving aside the climate active
ones. In conclusion we highlight the advantages of the IASI mission in the European
GMES initiative framework.
2 The IASI/MetOp mission

20

The main characteristics of the IASI instrument and of the MetOp platform are summarized in Table 1.
2.1 Instrumental design and orbit
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IASI consists of an FTS associated with an imaging instrument. It is designed to measure the spectrum emitted by the Earth-atmosphere system in the TIR spectral range,
using nadir geometry. Measurements are performed from the MetOp polar orbit, at an
◦
altitude of around 817 km. The satellite is sun-synchronous with a 98.7 inclination to
8311
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the equator, and the satellite’s ground track is at about 09:30 local time in the morning (and 21:30 in the evening). The time to complete an orbit is about 101 min, which
implies that MetOp makes a little more than 14 orbits a day.
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2.2 Horizontal coverage
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To achieve global coverage, the IASI instrument observes the Earth up to an angle of
◦
48.3 on both sides of the satellite track. This corresponds to 2×15 mirror positions
◦
◦
and a swath of about 2×1100 km. Each instantaneous field-of-view (FOV), 3.3 ×3.3
or 50 km×50 km at nadir, is composed of 2×2 circular pixels, each corresponding to a
12 km diameter footprint on the ground at nadir (see Fig. 1).
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2.3 Spectral range
The instrument uses several detectors to fully cover the spectral range that extends
−1
from 645 to 2760 cm (15.5 to 3.62 µm). The spectral range was chosen to include
the strong absorption features from the CO2 absorption band around 15 µm (used
for temperature profile retrievals), the ozone 9.6 µm band, the strong water vapour
ν2 absorption band, and up to the edge of TIR in the CH4 ν3 absorption band. It is
worth noting that the signal recorded by the instrument contains a contribution from
−1
solar backscatter from 2000 cm onwards. Many other molecular absorptions occur
within the IASI spectral range, from which the concentration of trace gases are retrieved
(see Sect. 3.1). In addition, surface and cloud properties are derived from transparent
windows.
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2.4 Radiometric noise and spectral resolution

25

The IASI Level1 processing generates calibrated and apodized atmospheric spectra
(Level1C data) from raw interferograms. The on-fly spectra are of high radiometric
quality, with a noise equivalent temperature difference lower than 0.2 K for wavenum−1
−1
bers lower than 2200 cm , except for the narrow portion between 1800 and 2000 cm
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where it approaches 0.3 K (see Fig. 2). As a guideline to these high performances, the
−1
noise is well below 0.1 K between 1150 and 1500 cm . It starts to increase above
−1
2500 cm , where the TIR emission drops. The current radiometric performances are
better by a factor of about 2 compared to the pre-flight specifications in several spectral
ranges.
The spectral resolution is driven by the FTS optical path difference, which is 2 cm.
This leads to a spectral resolution (full width at half maximum) varying between 0.35
−1
and 0.5 cm depending on the wavelength. For convenience, the standard radiance
−1
(Level1C) products are apodized by a Gaussian function of 0.5 cm full width at half
maximum, which can be considered as the apodized spectral resolution. Each spectrum is sampled every 0.25 cm−1 , providing a total of 8461 radiance channels.
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2.5 Data distribution
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The IASI mission delivers about 1 300 000 observation spectra per day. The acquisition
of one complete across track scan of IASI, including onboard calibration, takes 8 s. This
corresponds to 120 (30×4) interferograms. On-board processing allows to reduce the
data rate from 45 Megabits per second (interferograms) to 1.5 Megabits per second
(spectra). These spectra are down-linked from the satellite to the ground in near real
time (about 3 h after acquisition). The IASI products are operationally distributed via
Eumetsat’s Data Distribution System (EumetCast). EumetCast uses the services of a
satellite operator and a telecommunication provider to distribute the data files to a wide
audience located within a geographical coverage zone which includes most of Europe
and certain locations in Africa. EumetCast has distributed Level1C radiance data since
June 2007, geophysical Level2 products such as temperature, water vapour profiles,
surface and cloud properties since September 2007 (Schlüssel et al., 2005), as well as
total and partial columns for trace gases since March 2008 (August et al., 2009).
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Atmospheric sounding using the TIR spectral range relies on the analysis of atmospheric radiance spectra. The radiance signal recorded by the instrument in orbit is a
composite of the initial longwave infrared emission (the Earth black body emission at
the location of the measurement), modified for cloud free scenes by gaseous absorption and emission processes along the path. Each molecule has a specific signature
resulting from rotation-vibration transitions. Concentrations can be retrieved for each
molecule absorbing in the atmospheric path using iterative inversion methods. Figure 3
provides an example of a IASI spectrum in normalized radiance (radiance divided by
the local Earth’s blackbody function), along with the individual molecular absorption
contributions that have been identified up to now. A complete list of these geophysical
Level2 products, which have been analyzed by several groups, is provided in Table 2,
with adequate referencing to published or submitted papers. From these absorbing
species four classes of compounds can be distinguished:
1. Absorbers with long lifetimes (>50 years) and stable atmospheric concentrations,
which require accurate retrievals in order to provide useful information on their
global or temporal variability (accuracy lower than a few percents is required).
These are principally the strongly absorbing climate gases, namely, carbon dioxide (CO2 ) and nitrous oxide (N2 O). The retrieval of their concentration from IASI
observations requires very specific methods, which are not reported in this paper. Additional information can be found in Crevoisier et al. (2009a) and Ricaud
et al. (2009) for CO2 and N2 O, respectively. A similar situation is observed for
the weakly absorbing chlorofluorocarbons CFC-11 and CFC-12, which still exhibit
significant absorption signatures in IASI spectra despite being regulated by the
Montreal protocol. HCFC-22, the most abundant substitute of chlorofluorocarbons, is also detectable. Additionally the long-lived carbonyl sulphide molecule
8314
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(OCS) is identified in the spectra (Shephard et al., 2009).
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2. Strong to medium absorbers which exhibit a significant atmospheric variability
(>5%) because of their reactivity (lifetimes from a few weeks to a few years),
which can be observed in each individual IASI observation. These species, which
contribute to tropospheric and/or stratospheric chemistry, are water vapour (H2 O
and isotopologues HDO and H18
2 O), methane (CH4 ), ozone (O3 ), carbon monoxide (CO), and nitric acid (HNO3 ). More details on their measurements and on
the geophysical analyses of the retrieved concentration fields are provided in the
next section, and in several specialized papers of this issue (Herbin et al., 2009b;
Razavi et al., 2009; Crevoisier et al., 2009b; Boynard et al., 2009; Keim et al.,
2009; George et al., 2009; Fortems-Cheiney et al., 2009; Turquety et al., 2009;
Wespes et al., 2009).
3. Weak absorbers that can only be detected above emission sources or in concentrated plumes owing to the good radiometric performance of IASI. These include sulphur dioxide (SO2 ) from volcanoes (Clarisse et al., 2008), ammonia
(NH3 ) from biomass burning and intensive land use (Clarisse et al., 2009) and
volatile organic compounds such as formic acid (HCOOH), methanol (CH3 OH),
ethene (C2 H4 ) and peroxyacetyl nitrate (CH3 COONO2 , abbreviated as PAN) from
biomass burning (Coheur et al., 2009). Note that all these compounds are in the
800–1200 cm−1 atmospheric window, where contamination from water vapour is
reduced.
4. Higher altitude aerosols, such as those resulting from sandstorms, volcanic erup−1
tions or cirrus formation. They mainly manifest themselves in the 700–1300 cm
window as broad absorption features.
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3.2 IASI processing of trace species at LATMOS and ULB
In this section we limit the description to work that was performed at LATMOS and ULB
for the analysis of IASI spectra in order to derive atmospheric concentrations of trace
gases.
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3.2.1 Cloud filtering
For cloud free situations, nadir looking TIR instruments can measure the atmospheric
radiation down to the ground and, for some species, vertical information can be derived
from the shape of the molecular absorption lines, provided ground emissivity, surface
temperature and atmospheric temperature are known at the location of the measurement. When a cloud is present in the optical path, the radiance signal recorded by the
instrument can be significantly affected, depending on the type (water or ice cloud) and
the optical thickness of the cloud. Only the data that are not contaminated by clouds,
in the field-of-view were selected for further processing (about 700 000 data per day,
on average). Reliable auxiliary parameters for emissivity and temperature are also
needed.
Before the availability of Level2 Eumetsat data, at the end of September 2007, we
relied on a basic cloud filtering system (Hadji-Lazaro et al., 2001) based on the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) analysis (interpolated in
time and space to match the observation) for the surface skin temperature (Ts). The filter uses the comparison between the brightness temperatures at 11 and 12 µm (BT11
and BT12) with Ts. We consider spectra as “clear” when differences between Ts, BT11
and BT12 are lower than 15 K in absolute value.
When the Level2 temperature and cloud information became available, the data
treatment was adapted to make full use of these products. These include cloud fraction
in the IASI pixel, cloud top temperature, cloud pressure, and cloud phase (IASI Level2
Product Guide, 2008). These parameters are determined either from IASI in a standalone mode or in combination with the ATOVS and AVHRR instruments (Schlüssel
8316
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et al., 2005). The cloud detection is based on the combined information of the IASI
Level1C spectra and the AMSU-A data. If clouds are detected in the IASI FOV, the
CO2 -slicing method is used to estimate the fractional cloud cover and the cloud top
pressure. If the FOV has been declared cloudy by the AVHRR-derived fractional cloud
cover, the average cloud top height and cloud top temperatures are calculated for the
number of identified cloud formations. The discrimination between ice clouds, mixed
phases, and liquid-water clouds is made using the emission spectrum of the atmosphere between 11 and 12 µm that shows a steeper slope for liquid water than for ice
clouds. For the analysis of trace gases reported here, the cloud flag FLG CLDSUM,
a summary based on information from the previous cloud detection tests is used. All
data corresponding to the cloud flag between 0 and 25% are further analyzed. An
internal flagging is added to the retrieved concentration products to identify potential
cloud contamination when FLG CLDSUM>0. Emissivity data derived from the MetOp
mission are not yet available.
3.2.2 Concentration retrievals
Inverse methods are used to retrieve the desired concentrations (total column or profile
product) from the spectroscopic signatures of atmospheric constituents in the radiance
spectrum. The state of the atmosphere is the unknown quantity to be determined, and
is a function of local conditions such as pressure and temperature profiles, and surface
emissivity. The inverse step method allows the retrieval of concentrations for one or
several trace gases simultaneously, provided that there is some prior knowledge of the
atmospheric state. The problem remains, however, mostly under-determined and the
quantities can only be retrieved using both observations and prior assumptions (that
determine the linearization point about which a retrieval is constrained), taking also into
account the instrument radiometric noise. The a priori assumption in the retrieval process consists ideally of a statistical covariance of the measured atmospheric quantity.
The posterior products include the retrieved quantity (total column or vertical profile
for a given species), its associated error covariance and averaging kernel functions
8317
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that characterize the vertical information content. The peak of each averaging kernel
gives the altitude of maximum sensitivity at each retrieved level, whereas its full width
at half maximum can be interpreted as the vertical resolution of the retrieval. The trace
of the averaging kernel matrix is called the Degree of Freedom of the Signal (DOFS),
a convenient quantity to establish the number of independent pieces of information
available on the vertical (Rodgers et al., 2000).
The ULB and LATMOS teams have been working for several years to develop processing tools to retrieve trace gas abundances from TIR sounders, in preparation for
IASI. The algorithms were used for the exploitation of data obtained by other remote
sounders such as the solar occultation Atmospheric Chemistry Experiment (ACE-FTS)
instrument (e.g. Coheur et al., 2007; Clerbaux et al., 2008a; Herbin et al., 2009a), the
nadir looking IMG/ADEOS sounder (e.g. Clerbaux et al., 2003; Coheur et al., 2005;
Barret et al., 2005; Herbin et al., 2007), and the TES/AURA FTS (Clerbaux et al.,
2008b).
Systematic retrievals of trace gas species have started as soon as the IASI Level1C
data became available. There is now more than 18 months of data available, from
which global and local distributions of trace gases have been routinely derived using
several sophisticated programs depending on the application (global maps, local profiles, or detection of special events). A short description of the processing tools is
provided hereafter:
1. Near real time global scale distribution maps are derived for ozone using a neural
network (NN) based algorithm (see Turquety et al., 2004, for a full description).
This NN also provides total columns of CO and CH4 , which have not yet been
considered for further geophysical analyses. It is worth noting that the core of
the NN algorithm was implemented at the Eumetsat ground segment to generate
operational Level2 trace gases data for ozone (0–6; 0–12; 0–16 and total column contents), CO and CH4 total columns, but the training dataset differs from
ours, and the current products distributed by EumetCast are different from those
described here. In parallel, a fast retrieval approach based on the optimal es8318
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timation theory has been developed (FORLI: Fast Operational/Optimal Retrieval
on Layers for IASI) to provide in near real time global distributions of CO vertical
profiles (George et al., 2009; Turquety et al., 2009) and of HNO3 total columns
(Wespes et al., 2009).
5

10

2. Local profile retrievals are performed using the Atmosphit software (Coheur et al.,
2005), which contains a full line-by-line radiative transfer model and which relies
on the optimal estimation to derive profiles and associated averaging kernels.
3. Detection of weak absorbers is performed routinely by using the difference in
brightness temperature (BTD) between selected and reference window channels
(Clarisse et al., 2008). This provides a simple and robust means to probe the
presence of absorption and/or emission features in the spectra and is a useful
tool for the identification and tracking of sudden events such as fires and volcanic
plumes (Clarisse et al., 2008; Coheur et al., 2009).
3.2.3 Examples of trace gas distributions
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25

Figure 4 illustrates the results from the routinely retrieved global concentrations for
some key atmospheric products of the IASI mission. The figure is a composite of
measurements of different species, obtained during a ten day observation period extending from 18 to 28 August (2008). The concentration maps were generated using
the different ULB-LATMOS retrieval algorithms described above, along with EumetCast
distributed products for temperature and water vapour content. The methane retrieval
is obtained using Atmosphit, and a description of the product may be found in Razavi
et al. (2009). CO total columns are operationally derived using FORLI-CO, and a comparison of this product with similar products obtained by other TIR remote sensors is
provided in George et al. (2009). In depth analysis of CO emitted by fire events is
reported in Turquety et al. (2009) and an estimation of global emission sources is provided in Fortems-Cheiney et al. (2009). Ozone total and tropospheric columns were
generated from the NN algorithm, and validation of these products with GOME-2 data
8319
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and a chemistry-transport model are discussed in Boynard et al. (2009) and Massart
et al. (2009), respectively. The HNO3 distribution fields are described in Wespes et
al. (2009). The ammonia distribution was obtained by mapping BTDs to total column
abundances, as described elsewhere (Clarisse et al., 2009). A similar procedure was
used to derive the SO2 distribution (see Clarisse et al., 2008), which corresponds to the
plume of the Kasatochi eruption in early August averaged over the ten days analysis
period.
From the IASI measurements, daily, monthly and seasonal global scale maps can
be derived. As an example, the seasonal variation of CO is shown in Fig. 5. It provides
a representation of the CO total column product as observed for different months of
the year. It corresponds to daytime total column observations, averaged over a month
(for further description, see George et al., 2009). In the Northern Hemisphere, most
of the pollution is associated with urban activity, with persistent high values above
China and elevate levels over USA, Europe and Asia in spring. In the tropics and
Southern Hemisphere, most of the CO is emitted where biomass burning occurs, such
as in Africa, and Central and South America (following the seasonal shift in the InterTropical Convergence Zone). Owing to the excellent global coverage of the instrument,
when averaging over several days the gaps due to cloud contaminated pixels that were
excluded from the processing disappear. From these plots it can be seen that the CO
pollution plumes emitted locally spread from regional to global scales, depending on
meteorological conditions and photochemistry. This CO product is now operationally
assimilated in the GEMS ECMWF project (Hollingsworth et al., 2008), to produce a
chemical forecast of CO fields.
Figure 6 illustrates the detection of short-lived species (C2 H4 , CH3 OH, HCOOH and
NH3 ) for one IASI morning orbit on the 17 May 2008 during large-scale fires in Eastern
Mongolia (Warneck et al., 2009). Concentrations were obtained here using the Atmosphit software. Other fire events, in particular the Greek fires that occurred in August
2007, are presented and analyzed in Turquety et al. (2009) and in Coheur et al. (2009).
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The sensitivity of TIR sounders to probe the troposphere varies widely according to
the temperature of the surface and the atmosphere. Particularly important for studying
local emission sources is the difference between the surface temperature and the temperature of the boundary layer. This temperature difference (∆T ) is often referred to as
the thermal contrast, a critical parameter for analyzing retrieved products from infrared
missions (e.g. Deeter et al., 2007) and exhibits significant geographical, seasonal, and
diurnal variability (Prigent et al., 2003; Deeter et al., 2007; Clerbaux et al., 2008c).
Figure 7 shows the ∆T distribution derived from IASI observations in May 2007, where
skin temperature is the brightness temperature of the surface derived from IASI surface
sensitive radiance channels, and T is the temperature of the first level in the temperature profile. As expected, the thermal contrast is higher during the day than during the
night over land, and is usually higher over land than over sea. This day/night difference
is a direct consequence of the surface heating associated with the absorption of solar
radiation: In the morning at sunrise the Earth starts absorbing ultraviolet-visible radiation, for which the atmosphere is roughly transparent. The Earth then transmits this
energy into the atmosphere via infrared radiation, which heats up later, resulting in a
positive thermal contrast. When the sun sets the Earth cools itself by releasing radiation into the atmosphere. This in turn continues to heat the atmosphere for some time,
thus lessening the thermal contrast. These processes are amplified above land by the
fact that the surface of the Earth has a limited heat capacity and thus heats up/cools
down faster than the atmosphere, causing high thermal contrast variations above the
continents. Locally, surface skin temperatures are also modulated by both vegetation
and soil moisture, through processes of evapotranspiration and evaporation. Therefore dry, sparsely vegetated regions typically offer stronger daytime thermal contrast
conditions than heavily vegetated regions. Over sea the diurnal variations of surface
temperature is limited because of the much larger heat capacity of sea water.
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The direct consequence of thermal contrast variations is that the IASI instrument provides more surface sensitive measurements and to some extent better vertical resolution for the morning orbit and over land. It also explains why one often observes a
marked transition in the concentration distribution in the measurements at the edge of
the continent (e.g. see Fig. 5). The influence of thermal contrast conditions appears
in the averaging kernels associated with concentration retrievals, and allows the analysis of the representativeness of the observation at different altitudes. Over oceans
and during the night, retrieved concentration products for species that are emitted at
the surface level are generally dominated by concentrations in the mid-troposphere because of low thermal contrast. This is not the case for O3 and HNO3 total columns, as
for these two the dominant contribution comes from the stratosphere. Over land and
for the morning orbit, if vegetation is sparse at this location, IASI has the capability to
sound deeper up into the boundary layer (also see Turquety et al., 2009, for further
discussion). Its ability to probe the planetary boundary layer, where local pollution occurs, therefore strongly depends on location, temperature, type of surface and time of
the day. The thermal contrast between the surface and the planetary boundary layer
determines to what extent the surface sources, in particular of short lived species, can
be detected.
Table 2 provides a summary of our current assessment for vertical information content and accuracy, for the range of molecules that are measured from the IASI spectra.
Details on the reported values can be found in the references mentioned in the table.
It is worth noting that accuracy values are indicative values, as they strongly depend
on the geographical location of the observation. Some of the species reported in the
Table are detectable only for some specific conditions, combining high emissions and
favourable thermodynamic conditions.
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Satellites can sample the whole planet and complement the in-situ ground stations
network in order to provide global scale monitoring of atmospheric composition and to
provide the observations that feed atmospheric chemistry models for air quality forecasts. In the framework of the European GMES initiative, new space-borne instruments
are currently being designed to be part of the Earth observation space segment that
will deliver air quality measurements in support of policy decisions after 2018. As near
real time and frequent observations are required, current plans are to combine meteorological payloads with atmospheric chemistry sounders that use both the UV-visible
and the TIR spectral range, from both polar and geostationary orbits (e.g. Stuhlmann
et al., 2005).
The MetOp satellite launched in 2006 is a pioneer platform, which delivers near real
time (∼3 h after observation) operational products both for weather forecasting and
atmospheric chemistry monitoring. It carries two dedicated sounders for atmospheric
chemistry applications. IASI, an advanced infrared sounding interferometer, provides
global scale observations twice a day, with an unprecedented spatial coverage and
together with the GOME-2 UV-visible instrument, it will provide measurements of the
climate and pollution gases for 15 years (2006–2020).
IASI delivers about 1 300 000 atmospheric spectra per day from which the concentration of a series of trace gases spanning a range of lifetimes can be retrieved. In
this paper we have reviewed the latest developments that have been performed at ULB
and LATMOS in order to generate systematic global scale distributions for CO, CH4 , O3
(total and tropospheric), HNO3 , and NH3 . Not all these products are available in near
real time yet, but extended data sets for further scientific analysis are available upon request (cathy.clerbaux@latmos.ipsl.fr). CO quick-look distributions maps with different
projections can be viewed from the LATMOS website at http://iasi-chem.aero.jussieu.fr.
All products are currently being validated, but we lack rapid delivery of ground-based
data for example. Retrieval algorithms will be continuously improved, by comparing our
8323
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observations with other similar datasets when available.
We have also shown that due to the excellent radiometric performance of the instrument, local distributions of organic species measured during fire events, such
as C2 H4 , CH3 OH, HCOOH, and PAN are possible. Volcanic eruptions are also
identified and tracked using the SO2 spectral signatures. Based on this, ULB is
also running a near-real time SO2 alert system since November 2008. The alerts
are sent out by email and complemented by images directly available on the web
(http://cpm-ws4.ulb.ac.be/Alerts/index.php). This website can also be consulted to retrieve information on older events. A similar tool will possibly be developed for the early
detection of fire events using the signatures of target organic tracers.
As with every other nadir looking remote sensor, IASI provides limited information
on the vertical and in particular for the boundary layer, the extent of which depends
upon local surface properties and thermodynamic conditions. We have discussed how
thermal contrast conditions impact on the observation and determine the sensitivity of
the measurement at different altitudes, including near the surface.
The availability of data in near real time makes them valuable input to help in the
detection and prediction of pollution episodes. The CO total column product is currently
assimilated at ECMWF in the framework of the GEMS project to provide the CO global
forecast. Work is in progress to assimilate the O3 [0–12 km] column product in the
Chimere (Rouil et al., 2009) French air quality forecast model. Finally, the synergetic
use of GOME-2 and IASI ozone products in order to obtain improved tropospheric
ozone distribution is underway in the framework of the Eumetsat’s Satellite Application
Facility on Ozone and Atmospheric Chemistry Monitoring (O3 -SAF).
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Table 1. Characteristics of the MetOp satellite and of the IASI instrument.
MetOp A

Launched on 19 October 2006

Altitude
Orbit
Inclination

∼817 km
Polar sun-synchronous
◦
98.7 to the equator

Local time
Time for one orbit

∼09:30, descending orbit
101 min

Repeat cycle

29 days (412 orbits)

IASI
Size and weight

Fourier transform spectrometer
1.7 m3 , 236 kg

Spectral range
Spectral resolution
Radiometric noise (Ne∆T at 280 K)

645 to 2760 cm−1
0.3–0.5 cm−1 (0.5 cm−1 apodized)
<0.1–0.2 K (650–1750 cm−1 )
0.2–0.4 K (1750–2500 cm−1 )

Scan type

Step and dwell

Field of view

50 km (3.33 ) at nadir,
with 4 simultaneous pixels of 12 km
∼2200 km (±48.3◦ ), 120 pixels
2 times per day

Full swath width
Global Earth coverage

◦

Data rate

1.5 Mbps (after onboard processing),
120 radiance spectra every 8 s
∼1 300 000 observations per day

Lifetime

5 years
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Table 2. List of products available from the IASI mission. For each molecule, when available,
the estimated vertical resolution (DOFS, independent information on the vertical), and accuracy
are provided. Long and medium lived species are observed in each spectrum, while the short
lived species are only detected over specific events or close to emission sources.
Species

Vertical Res.
(DOFS)

Error
(%)

Comment

References

Long-lived species (lifetime >10 years)
CO2
N2 O
CFC-11
CFC-12
HCFC-22
OCS

<1
<1
<1
<1
NA
<1

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

Strong absorber
Strong absorber
Weak absorber
Weak absorber
Weak absorber
Weak absorber

Crevoisier et al. (2009a)
Ricaud et al. (2009)
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Shephard et al. (2009)

Medium-lived species (lifetime a few weeks to a few years)
H2 O

5–6

HDO

3–4

15%
(0–20 km)
30%
(0–20 km)

H2 O
CH4

18

3–4
∼1

O3

3–4

30%
(0–6 km)
3%
col. tot.

CO

1–2

10%

HNO3

∼1

15%
col. tot.

NA
<2%
col. tot.

Dominant absorber

Herbin et al. (2009b)

Strong absorber
+ Absorption in
the backscattered
solar radiation
Strong absorber
Strong absorber
Absorption in
the backscattered
solar radiation
Strong absorber with
large stratospheric
contamination

Herbin et al. (2009b)

Weak absorber with
large stratospheric
contamination

Herbin et al. (2009b)
Razavi et al. (2009)
Crevoisier et al. (2009b)

Eremenko et al. (2008)
Boynard et al. (2009)
Keim et al. (2009)
Massart et al. (2009)
Amato et al. (2009)
George et al. (2009)
Turquety et al. (2009)
Wespes et al. (2009)

Short-lived species (lifetime a few hours to a few days)
NH3

NA

CH3 COOH
HCOOH
C2 H4
SO2

NA
NA
NA
NA

Detected in fires and
over agricultural regions
Detected in fires
Detected in fires
Detected in fires
Detected in volcanic
plumes for concentrations
above 2 DU

Coheur et al. (2009)
Clarisse et al. (2009)
Coheur et al. (2009)
Coheur et al. (2009)
Coheur et al. (2009)
Clarisse et al. (2008)
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Aerosols
Dust (sand),
volcanic ash,
ice clouds

∼1

NA

Clarisse,
personal comunication,
2009
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Fig. 1. IASI observing mode: the instrument measures the spectrum of infrared radiation
emitted by the Earth and the atmosphere, from a low altitude sun-synchronous orbit, over a
swath width of 2200 km, every 50 km at nadir (with 4 footprints of 12 km in diameter).
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Fig. 2. IASI radiometric noise as established from a set of representative spectra, spanning a
range of latitude. Values are provided in radiance units (W/(cm2 sr cm−1 )), and were converted
to noise equivalent temperature difference (NEdT) for a given reference temperature of 280 K.
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Fig. 3. Top panel: radiance atmospheric spectrum (in normalized units) recorded by
IASI/MetOp, over West of Australia, on 20 December 2006. Middle panels: radiative transfer
transmittance simulations to identify the main absorbing gases (middle panels) and the weaker
absorbers (lower panel, with a variable scale). All the species indicated on the plot have been
detected by IASI, although not all in this particular observation, as some are only detectable
when special events occur, such as fires or volcanic eruptions.
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Fig. 4. Distributions as retrieved from IASI, averaging over ten days of observations in August
2008 (18–28). The orientation of the globe was chosen in order to highlight the most relevant
atmospheric processes. From left to right and from top to bottom, these are in a projection
highlighting Europe-Africa-Asia surface temperature and H2 O partial columns (0–10 km) from
the Eumetsat Level2 products, CH4 normalized mixing ratio from Atmosphit, CO total columns
from FORLI-CO, O3 tropospheric columns from NN and NH3 from Atmosphit. The last row
shows in a polar projection over the Antarctic O3 and HNO3 total columns from SA-NN and
FORLI, respectively, at a time when the depletion of stratospheric ozone starts. The SO2
distribution on the bottom right is shown with an Artic projection, highlighting the plume from
◦
◦
the major Kasatochi eruption that occurred a few days before. Data are binned on a 1 ×1 grid,
◦
◦
except CH4 which is binned on a 5 ×5 grid (nadir observations only). The units are provided
on the scales for each product.
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Fig. 5. IASI CO total column measurements. Each map is an average over one month (April,
July, October and January), chosen to highlight the seasonal patterns. It is worth noting that
some issues remain in the IASI data treatment for measurements over desert (e.g. Sahara in
spring and summer).
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Fig. 6. Fire plume from the Eastern Siberia fires, measured in May 2007, at about 11:00 local
time, shown separately from the upper left to the bottom right, for C2 H4 , CH3 OH, HCOOH and
NH3 total columns, in molecules/cm2 . Data are interpolated on a 0.125◦ ×0.125◦ grid.
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Fig. 7. Upper and middle panels represent skin temperatures and the first level of retrieved
temperatures available from Eumetsat Level2 products, for daytime (left) and nighttime (right)
observations, averaged over May 2008. The bottom plots are the difference between these
temperatures (thermal contrast).
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